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Abstract Based on the fuzzy local information c-means (FLICM) clustering algorithm, a new method is de-
veloped for extracting the equatorward and poleward boundaries of the auroral oval from images acquired by the
Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) aboard the POLAR satellite. First, the method iteratively segments the UVI image with
the FLICM clustering algorithm, according to an integrity criterion for the segmented auroral oval. Then, possible
gaps in the extracted auroral oval are filled, based on prior knowledge of its shape. To evaluate the method objec-
tively, the extracted boundaries are compared with the precipitating electron boundaries determined from DMSP
satellite precipitation particle data. The evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed method generates more
accurate auroral boundaries than traditional methods.
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0 Introduction

Aurorae are natural lights in the upper atmosphere that

are produced by collisions between energetic particles

precipitating from space with atoms or molecules in the

upper atmosphere. Observations from remote imager in-

struments aboard satellites usually show the lights to

have the shape of an annular ring centered on the Earth’s

magnetic poles, and they are called auroral ovals[1−2].

Compared with local auroral observations from ground-

based cameras, auroral images acquired by the Ultravi-

olet Imager (UVI) aboard the POLAR satellite can pro-

vide global auroral information, e.g., the overall config-

uration of the oval and spatial distribution of auroral

intensity along the oval. The equatorward and poleward

boundaries of the auroral oval in UVI images, referred to

as UVI boundaries, are closely related to the energy cou-

pling between solar wind and the magnetosphere. The

boundaries expand and contract in response to geomag-

netic and solar wind activity[3]. For auroral study, it is

important to accurately extract the boundaries of the au-

roral oval.

To make full use of the large number of UVI im-

ages, automatic image segmentation methods for extract-

ing auroral oval boundaries are of great appeal, because

manually determining the auroral oval of so many images

is tedious and impractical. Several methods have been
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presented in recent decades. These include threshold-

based methods[4−5], a histogram-based k-means

algorithm[6], an adaptive thresholding technique[7],

a pulse-coupled neutral network[3] and shape-based

methods[8−9]. The methods of references[4-7] do not

exploit auroral oval shape information and the spatial

relationship of pixels. Therefore, they are unable to

detect the complete auroral oval for some images, espe-

cially those with large auroral intensity variations. Cao

et al.[8−9] presented a shape-based method for extracting

auroral ovals. They first segmented auroral images using

the algorithm of Li et al.[7], then selected some inner and

outer boundary points from the resultant foreground,

via radial-based processing. Finally, two ellipses fitted to

the points using linear least-squares randomized Hough

transform[9] were used as the equatorward and poleward

boundaries, respectively. Although this method pro-

duces complete boundaries of the auroral oval, it may

introduce errors if the boundaries are not strictly ellipti-

cal, or if only parts of the auroral oval are imaged.

In this paper, a new approach for extracting the

UVI boundaries is proposed, based on fuzzy local infor-

mation c-means clustering (FLICM)[10]. In this method,

the UVI image is iteratively segmented according to an

integrity measurement of the extracted auroral oval us-

ing FLICM, then auroral oval gaps are filled based on

prior knowledge of its shape. The method is not only

applicable to images with whole auroral ovals, but also

to images with partial ovals.

To objectively evaluate the performance of various

algorithms, we defined particle precipitation boundaries

(called DMSP boundaries) derived from DMSP satel-

lite observations[11] as the real boundaries of the auroral

oval. The comparative experimental results demonstrate

that the method outperforms previous methods.

1 Auroral oval extraction based on fuzzy

clustering

Auroral oval boundaries are usually blurry because of

strong background noise. Fuzzy clustering techniques are

a good choice for UVI image segmentation. These tech-

niques have been studied extensively and applied suc-

cessfully in many fields[12−15]. In this paper, fuzzy local

information c-means clustering (FLICM)[10] is used to

segment the auroral oval in a UVI image. FLICM uses a

fuzzy local (both spatial and gray level) similarity mea-

sure to overcome the disadvantages of traditional fuzzy

c-means algorithms.

To extract a complete and accurate auroral oval from

a UVI image, our method contains three main steps:

image preprocessing; auroral oval segmentation using

FLICM; and gap filling, based on prior knowledge of the

auroral oval shape.

1.1 UVI image preprocessing

Effective preprocessing of the original UVI images greatly

aids the accurate extraction of auroral ovals, especially

for images with strong noise. The characteristics of UVI

images include blurry and elliptical outer boundaries[9],

blurry inner boundaries with complex shapes, and the

spatial distributions of the auroral oval centered on the

Earth’s magnetic poles, within a certain range (57.5◦ to

67◦[16]) of magnetic latitude. We considered these char-

acteristics in the UVI image preprocessing, as follows.

(1) Background removal. Pixels corresponding to

magnetic latitudes less than 50◦ were removed.

(2) Negative pixel clearance. Pixels with negative

gray values, possibly caused by noise, were set to zero.

(3) Small bright spot smoothing. A bright spot is

defined as a connected region in which the pixel gray val-

ues are greater than a given threshold. The threshold Tg

is defined as

Tg = µA + 3σA (1)

where µA and σA are the mean gray value and standard

deviation of all pixels in the image, respectively. If the

bright spot area is less than a predetermined threshold

(20 pixels), the pixels inside the spot are set to the aver-

age value of pixels outside the spot and contained in the

smallest rectangle covering the bright spot. Otherwise,

the bright spot is not processed, to avoid destroying au-

roral substorm regions by mistake.

(4) Image smoothing. The pixels in each 3×3 neigh-

borhood are partitioned into two classes, according to

their gray values. The class with fewer pixels is consid-

ered the outlier, and its values are replaced by the average

intensity of the other class.

Figure 1 demonstrates an example of the preprocess-

ing steps. Figure 1(f) shows the effective image region.

Only the data inside the effective region of the original

image are meaningful.
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Figure 1 Preprocessing example. (a) Original UVI image. Images in (b) to (e) are preprocessed results of background

removal, negative pixel clearance, small bright spot smoothing, and image smoothing, respectively. White region in last image

(f) is the effective region of UVI image.

1.2 Auroral oval segmentation

After preprocessing, the UVI image is segmented into

foregrounds (auroral regions) and backgrounds, using the

FLICM method[10]. The resultant auroral regions may

be incomplete because of auroral intensity variation. To

acquire a complete auroral oval from a UVI image, an

integrity measurement T of the extracted foreground is

defined as

T =

m
∑

i=0

θ(i)

2π
, 0 6 θ 6 2π,m > 0 (2)

where θ(i) represents the field angle of the ith connected

foreground region, and T ∈ [0, 1]. If T < ε (ε is a prede-

termined threshold), the background will be segmented

again by FLICM. The resultant foregrounds are merged

with former foreground regions, and the integrity T is

recalculated. These procedures repeat until one of the

following criteria is satisfied.

(1) T=1. This means the auroral oval has been com-

pletely extracted. We call this type of UVI image as class

A.

(2) ε 6 T < 1 and the whole auroral oval is imaged

(class B). The extracted auroral oval is incomplete and

needs further postprocessing. Whether the entire auro-

ral oval is imaged is assessed by the location of the fitted

ellipse of the outer auroral oval boundary. If the fitted

ellipse is completely inside the effective region of the UVI

image, we conclude that the entire auroral oval is imaged.

(3) ε 6 T < 1 and only part of the auroral oval is

imaged (class C). The extracted auroral oval is incom-

plete, and will be postprocessed further.

(4) The number of segmentations by FLICM reaches

the predetermined upper limit number β (class D).

Both class B and class C images are further post-

processed to generate complete auroral oval boundaries.

1.3 Auroral oval gap filling

For a class B image, the whole auroral oval is imaged,

but not fully extracted, by iterative segmentation. An

example is shown in Figure 2, where (a) is the original

image and (b) is the segmented result. There is a gap

on the segmented auroral oval that requires filling. Mo-

tivated by the annular ring characteristic of the auroral

oval, Cao et al.[9] used two ellipses fitted to the inner

and outer boundaries to represent the equatorward and

poleward boundaries, respectively. Here, we only fit the

segmented outer boundary to an ellipse (the red ellipse

in Figure 2(b)), and used it to fill the gap. The width

of the gap is calculated as the linear interpolation of its

starting and endpoint widths, which is defined as the av-

erage width of a small auroral oval section (10 degrees)

adjacent to the gap. Figure 2(c) shows the filled gap,

and Figure 2(d) shows the extracted auroral oval. After

filling the gap, the inner and outer boundaries of the au-

roral oval were easily obtained.

The postprocessing of a class C image is similar to

the procedures above, except that only the gaps of the

auroral oval in the effective imaging region are filled. An

example is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Example of gap filling of a B class image.
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Figure 3 Example of gap filling of a C class image.

2 Evaluation

Subjective and objective evaluations of the performance

of various methods for auroral oval segmentation were

done. The five algorithms evaluated are AMET[7],

OTSU[17], the classic FCM[18], the method of Cao et al.[9]

(referred to as EF) and our method.

2.1 Subjective evaluation

Two type B images and two type C images were selected

and segmented using the aforementioned five methods.

For our method, the upper limit segmentation number

was β=4 and the integrity threshold was ε=0.65. As

shown in Figure 4, the auroral oval boundaries extracted

by our method are more complete and accurate than

those of the other methods. The AMET method con-

siders pixel intensities within image zones. Its first step

divides the UVI image into 24 sectors, based on magnetic

local time (MLT). Each sector spans 2 h, and has a 1 h

overlap with the neighboring sectors. The thresholds cal-

culated for each sector are smoothed, and then applied

to the original image. This method tends to generate

a “block effect”, because each subsector has a different

threshold. The OTSU and classic FCM methods easily

detect bright regions, but have difficulty in extracting

aurorae with weak intensities. The EF method can de-

lineate the closed inner and outer boundaries, but its

precision needs improvement.

Figure 4 gives a preliminary impression of the per-

formance of each method. To objectively evaluate the

algorithms, we used the DMSP boundaries as the real

auroral oval boundaries, as follows.

2.2 Objective evaluation

Cao et al.[9] used manually-segmented auroral oval

Figure 4 Auroral oval segmentation from the five methods. The first column (a) shows preprocessed UV images. Columns

(b) to (f) are segmented images of AMET (b), OTSU (c), Classical FCM (d), EF (e) and our method (f), respectively. Blue

and red curves in (e) and (f) indicate poleward and equatorward boundaries of the auroral oval.
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boundaries as ground truth in an objective evaluation.

However, manual determination of the auroral oval for a

large number of images is tedious and impractical, and its

results are subject to disagreement. Fortunately, precip-

itating electron boundaries can be distinguished by the

DMSP satellite[19−20], and some boundaries are closely

related to UVI boundaries[21−22]. To effectively evalu-

ate methods of auroral boundary determination, we used

the b1e and b6 boundaries defined by Newell et al.[23−24]

as the “real” equatorward and poleward boundaries, re-

spectively. It should be noted that the UVI and DMSP

satellites operate at different heights and measure diffe-

rent physical quantities. We call this bias as system bias.

Therefore, auroral oval boundaries determined by these

satellites are theoretically different, but the system bias

doesn’t affect our evaluation.

2.2.1 Data

We used only nighttime UVI and DMSP data, since day-

time auroral images were usually greatly affected by day-

glow, which degrades the performance of existing meth-

ods in the extraction of aurora from UVI images[9]. For

nighttime, the b1e and b6 of Newell et al.[23−24] were

used to estimate the equatorward and poleward bound-

aries, respectively.

Two data sets were used in the evaluation. The first

consists of global aurora images acquired by the Lyman-

Birge-Hopfield long (LBHL) filter of UVI. These images

have an accumulation time of 37 s over a sample inter-

val of about 3 min. The second is from precipitating

electrons detected by the SSJ/4 sensor on DMSP satel-

lites. The detectors pointing toward the local zenith ob-

serve precipitating particles that cause auroral emissions

on the trace of satellites. It is apparent that the UVI

boundaries consist of two continuous curves (many pix-

els) in one image, while at the same time there may be

just one sample dot in the DMSP data. In addition, the

sample of an SSJ/4 sensor is not always simultaneous

with the UVI image.

To match DMSP and UV boundaries effectively, we

used the upper limits of time error and spatial deviations

between the two boundary types, denoted asMt andMd,

respectively. The boundary matching procedures are as

follows.

(1) The DMSP and UVI boundaries are converted to

the same altitude-adjusted, corrected geomagnetic coor-

dinates (AACGM), as described in Baker and Wing[25].

(2) A selection is made of a point P at the DMSP

boundary at time t. Its coordinate is (Mlat,Mlt), where

Mlat and Mlt represent the magnetic latitude and mag-

netic local time, respectively.

(3) All UVI images captured during the period of

[t−Mt, t+Mt] are found.

(4) Images satisfying two of the following conditions

are selected, to construct the basic matched image set.

a) The minimum Euclidean distances Ld, between

P and every pixel in one image, must be less than Md.

b) The pixel corresponding to Ld must be within the

effective imaging region of the UVI images.

(5) Ld(i) is Euclidean distance between P and the

ith image in the basic matched image set. The UVI im-

age with the minimum distance in {Ld(i)} is assigned as

the matched image of P .

The above steps are repeated until all DMSP bound-

aries are matched. Two matched databases are obtained,

corresponding to the equatorward (Edata) and poleward

(Pdata) auroral boundaries. These databases contain

nighttime data during the polar night period from De-

cember, 1996 to January, 2000, about 11 months in to-

tal. Information on Edata and Pdata is shown in Ta-

ble 1. Figure 5 shows distributions of equatorward and

poleward boundaries with magnetic local time, magnetic

longitude and magnetic latitude.

2.2.2 Evaluation experiments

Because the AMET[7], OTSU[17], and classical FCM[18]

methods cannot always generate complete auroral oval

boundaries, we only compared our algorithm to the EF

method[9]. First, auroral boundaries were extracted us-

ing these two methods. The method precision is mea-

sured by the smallest distance error between the

DMSP boundary point and the segmented UVI auroral

Table 1 Information on the evaluation database

Database Edata Pdata

Number of matches 961 922

Number of aurorae imaged completely (percentage) 266 (27.68 %) 270 (29.28 %)

Number of aurorae imaged incompletely(percentage) 695 (72.32 %) 652 (70.72 %)
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Figure 5 Distributions of equatorward and poleward boundaries with magnetic local time (MLT), magnetic longitude

(MLON) and magnetic latitude (MLAT). Rows correspond to Edata and Pdata.

boundary points, which is defined as

D(Mlat,Mlt) =
√

D−mlat2 +D−mlt2, (3)

D−mlat =Mlat−dmsp−Mlat−uv, (4)

D−mlt =Mlt−dmsp−Mlt−uv, (5)

where (Mlat−dmsp,Mlt−dmsp) are DMSP coordinates,

and (Mlat−uv,Mlt−uv) are UVI boundary point coor-

dinates, detected by EF or our method.

The statistical results of EF and our method, using

the Edata and Pdata databases, are shown in Table 2,

where µ and σ indicate the mean and standard deviation

of D(Mlat,Mlt), respectively. From Table 2, we con-

clude that both equatorward and poleward boundaries

from our method are more accurate than those from EF.

The average equatorward and poleward boundary errors

of the former method are less than 0.5.

Figure 6 depicts the error distribution of the equa-

torward and poleward boundaries determined by the two

methods. The origin in the figures represents the “real”

boundary determined by DMSP. This shows that the ac-

curacy of the equatorward boundary from the EF method

Table 2 Statistical boundary detection errors of EF and our method

Method
Database

Edata Pdata

EF method (µ, σ) (0.7019, 0.6654) (1.0646, 0.9275)

Our method (µ, σ) (0.4542, 0.4244) (0.4951, 0.4239)

is greater than that of the poleward boundary. The rea-

son for this may be that most poleward boundaries do not

have a strictly elliptical shape. Our method has similar

accuracies for both equatorward and poleward boundary

detection.

3 Conclusion

We present an approach to extract auroral oval bound-

aries from UVI images. The approach features an iter-

ative segmentation of the auroral oval using the FLICM

clustering algorithm, followed by gap filling based on

prior information about the auroral oval shape. The

proposed method is applicable to UVI images with either

complete or partial imaging of auroral ovals. The method

can be easily extended to other kinds of global aurora

images. In addition, an effective evaluation method is

described, which assumes that DMSP boundaries repre-

sent the “real” auroral oval boundaries. The evaluation

results show that our method is more accurate than pre-

vious methods in the extraction of the auroral oval.

The proposed method has been tested only on night-

time data. If strong dayglow is present, performance may

deteriorate. To overcome this deficiency, blind signal sep-

aration techniques may be applied in the preprocessing

stage, to remove interference from dayglow.
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Figure 6 Distributions of equatorward and poleward boundary errors for EF-based method and our method in Edata (a,

b) and Pdata (c, d).
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